
 

CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION OF WORKS 

 

 
On April 15, 2013 as part of the work under the project of Hotel RIXOS  

( Azerbaijan / Baku / Naftalan ) the Contractor under the contract was awarded                                     

works and after completion delivered it to Employer  

( IHLAMURKUYU MAH, MALAZGİRT CAD, ALPSOY SK, NO, 2 / KAT, 1 ÜMRANİYE / İSTANBUL,) 

and under contract with BAYKAP ALÇIPAN TAAH SAN VE DIŞ TİC PAZ LTD ŞTİ the following 

works were performed: 

 

 

  3.930,m2 ;   suspended plaster ceiling, 

     236,m2 ;   double frame on all sides and a two-layer plaster coating 

  1,215,m2 ;   one frame on all sides and two-layer plaster coating , 

       95,m2 ;   one frame on all sides and a single-layer plaster coating 

     656,m2 ;   the total exterior wall and a single-layer plaster coating 

     430,m2 ;   the profile board and a single-layer plaster coating 

     320,m2 ;   the profile board and double-layer plaster coating 

   1,350,mt ;   plaster coating 

     536,m2 ;   profile with a joint of boards , 

      902,mt ;   profile of the board with a joint   

  36 pieces ;   works on drying in the bathrooms , 

  2,912,m2 ;   cardboard and installation work, 

11,757,m2 ;   prior to wallpapers  a single-layer coating of satin putty 

11,685,m2 ;  suspended ceiling and wall work , a two-layer coating of satin putty, 

  3.960,m2 ;  mixed- layer deposition of a single layer of putty + one layer of the final  finishing layer 

  3,336,m2 ;   perlite patty works 

     165,m2 ;   1, one layer of the primary layer of putty + 1 coat of paint work ( ceiling) 

  4,931,m2 ;   1 layer of the primary layer of putty + 2 layers of paint work  ( ceiling and walls ) 

 

 

 

 

                   These works were delivered to Employer on October 14, 2013. 

                   The certificate was issued on the request of the company and there 

                   is no liability    in this regard. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         SERTEK CONSTRUCTION 

   Alper Ozge Erim  ( Board member ) 

 

 


